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The world that was:  
A review of the quarter

Key themes 
for the period: 

In our market commentary for the beginning of 2017 we 
highlighted that a ‘great rotation’ from global bonds to 
global equities was underway given the market’s conviction 
that the business cycle was back in the United States, with 
other countries following. Economic conditions are now 
strong enough in most developed economies to return 
inflation back to higher levels (see figure 1), necessitating 
central banks to gradually increase interest rates. This 
quarter has only reinforced our assessment that interest rate 
normalisation will continue. A strengthening in economic 
data was observed across much of the globe – exceeding 
the expectations ‘baked in’ to market prices (figure 2).

Equity markets continued their rally whilst bonds and 
defensive assets in general fared poorly given the positive 
surprises to economic conditions. The wall of political noise 
emanating from the United States may be entertaining or 

Economic conditions improved further over March and equity markets continued their rally 
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•   Euro Zone holding together for now

•   Inflation and Interest Rates are rising

•   Australia recovers on back of commodities

•   National is no longer a shoe-in in September

•   Trump will shortly face big test of his leadership

deeply concerning depending on your views, but it has 
barely budged markets. The broad MSCI index of global 
developed market companies increased around 8% for 
over the quarter and around 23% over the past year (in 
USD terms). The broad MSCI index of emerging market 
companies performed even better, increasing around 9.5% 
for the quarter and over 30% for the year. In contrast, 
returns from bonds were paltry. The Barclays Global 
Aggregate bond index (the recognised global benchmark) 
returned around 0.2% for the quarter (in USD terms) and 
-0.3% for the year. This purely reflected the marked-to-
market capital losses bonds experienced in the second half 
of 2016 as interest rate expectations for the years ahead 
adjusted upwards rapidly. It does not reflect any defaults 
by corporates on their debt obligations or significant ratings 
downgrades – these remain negligible in investment grade 

NATIoNAl IS No loNGER A ShoE-IN 
foR ThE SEpTEMBER ElECTIoN

Figure 1: Headline CPI Inflation is on the rise globally Figure 2: Economic expectations are exceeded globally

Source: Factset, Glenmede, The Citigroup: The Citigroup Economic Surprise Indices are objective and quantitative 
measures of economic news. They are defined as weighted historical standard deviations of data surprises (actual 
releases vs Bloomberg survey median). A positive reading of the economic Surprise Index suggests that economic 
releases have on balance been beating consensus. The indices are calculated daily in a rolling three-month window.
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surprising given the steady stream of news we hear about 
the fragility in Europe’s economies, the political risks around 
Brexit, and the rise of extreme right-wing parties. But the 
hard-economic facts are that the unemployment rate in 
Germany, the largest economy in the EU, is now at the lowest 
level seen since 1980; other Northern European economies 
continue to do well; the intensive-care peripheral economies 
(portugal, Ireland, Greece and Spain) have made huge 
progress to reduce fiscal and external imbalances (figure 4); 
and france and Italy are also growing modestly and slowly 
improving employment conditions. Recent polling also

suggests that far-right parties will not fare well in upcoming 
elections, reducing the risk of further fragmentation of the 
Euro area. 

The UK economy has also continued to surprise on the 
upside, in part because the pound’s very low level has 
created very competitive conditions for exporters and firms 
competing with imported goods and services. Theresa 
May triggered Article 50 on the 29th March, which puts 
the UK and the EU on a two-year timeframe to negotiate 
the UK’s exit. It is in the EU’s political interest to make this 
costly for the UK, and the UK clearly has the much weaker 
bargaining position. This does not necessarily mean ‘hard 
Brexit’, but what is does mean is that if the UK wants to 
maintain a privileged trade arrangement with the EU it will 
need to maintain policy settings across immigration, trade, 

bonds given the general strength in corporate balance 
sheets across developed market economies.

In the US, employment conditions further strengthened, 
business and consumer confidence levels accelerated to 
levels not seen in over a decade (figure 3), and corporate 
profitability continued to recover from the lower levels seen 
in 2016. The US federal Reserve increased rates following 
its March policy meeting, for the second time in 3 months. 
The federal funds Rate in the US, the equivalent of our 
overnight Cash Rate (oCR) is now 1% and the fed has 
signalled at least 2 further rate rises over 2017. This would 
put US policy rates at a similar level to our oCR by the end 
of this year. This factor has put a dampener on the “carry 
trade” between the NZ and US dollar, which has fluctuated 
around 70c over the past few quarters.

In Europe, employment levels continued to climb and the 
European Central Bank took steps to reduce its asset 
purchases program. It also signalled that interest rate 
normalisation will likely begin in 2018. This may seem 

regulatory and tax policy that are close to the status-quo. 
This is of course what Brexit voters in the ‘yes’ camp voted 
against. 

In the meantime, given the uncertainty and risk of hard 
Brexit, multi-nationals in the UK have begun the process 
of moving staff to Europe. hSBC has announced a shift 
of 1,000 staff from london to paris, and estimates suggest 
over 20,000 high paying banking jobs will move. In contrast, 
smaller firms may lack the resources to adjust and generally 
derive a higher share of their income from the UK economy. 
Market reaction reflects these currents. While the fTSE 
100 has rallied with global counter parts over the past year 
(around 20%), the fTSE 250, which tracks the performance of 
mid and smaller cap companies has lagged (up around 12%). 

Economic growth in Emerging Markets maintained its edge 
over developed economies. over 2016 growth was around 
4% across EM economies compared to around 1.6% 
in the oECD. over 2017 and 2018 the IMf expects EM 
GDp growth to increase to over 4.5%, while in advanced 
economies growth is expected to increase to around 2%. 
This outperformance masks, however, considerable regional 
variation. The largest nations of India and China are expected 
to remain bright spots, clocking up growth rates around 
7% and 6% per annum respectively. The ASEAN region 
(including the populous nations of Indonesia, the philippines 
and Vietnam) is also expected to maintain a growth rate of 

Figure 3: US consumers very optimistic about the employment outlook

Figure 4: European fiscal balances have improved in the periphery

ThE UNEMployMENT RATE IN GERMANy IS 
NoW AT ThE loWEST lEVEl SINCE 1980



hoUSE pRICES NATIoNAlly ARE NoW 
ExCEpTIoNAlly hIGh CoMpARED To 
hISToRy AND oThER CoUNTRIES
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around 5% per annum. In contrast, commodity exporters 
such as Brazil, Russia and Nigeria experienced recessionary 
conditions in 2016, and recovery is expected to be modest 
– reforms are required in these economies to reduce their 
reliance on commodities and improve the sustainability of 
government budget balances.

The theme of the rise of the Asian consumer remains intact. 
This has put a floor under commodity prices over the past 
year, although downside risks to energy prices remain given 
the vastness of American shale oil and gas resources and 
the Trump administration’s efforts to stimulate the sector.  
The recovery in commodity prices has flowed through to 
better economic performance for Australia over 2016 (GDp 
increased to around 2.5%), although this is not the only factor 
– the Australian economy has demonstrated resilience to the 
poor commodity price environment over the past few years, 
with large employing sectors such as tourism, education, and 
construction growing rapidly.

New Zealand also continues its relatively strong run. GDp 
growth has averaged close to 3% since 2012, well above 
the oECD economy average, on the back of factors such 
as demand for dairy, record tourism and immigration flows, 
and exceptional growth in our tech sector. Unemployment 
has reduced to around 5%, and the government is now 
(just) running a fiscal surplus. The outlook remains very 
solid, especially in the construction sector. however, broad 
inflationary pressures are clearly emerging (in line with the 
global trend) and are acute in some areas. fletcher Building 
disappointed the market in the quarter with an earnings 
downgrade, largely on the back of cost escalation in the 
sector. 

house prices nationally are now exceptionally high compared 
to history and other countries (see figure 5) – Auckland is more 
expensive (on an income multiple basis) than london and 
New york! Recent indicators suggest prices have plateaued 
and sales volume are declining in Auckland and some other 
areas (figure 6). We don’t expect a crash given strength in 
the domestic and global economy, but high house prices 
in New Zealand (and Australia) present a large vulnerability 
that authorities so far have only managed at the margin. our 
globally oriented portfolios provide diversification to this risk, 
and other factors that might lead to under-performance of 
New Zealand asset prices over the years ahead.

Figure 6: NZ housing market activity has recently cooledFigure 5: Auckland’s housing market is expensive



Special feature: 65 to 67  
A close looK AT NZ superANNuATioN – 
hisTory, coNTexT, ANd The Need To evolve.
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As NZ continues to grapple with the ageing population and the 
economic effects associated with that, maintaining retirement 
financial security becomes more and more critical. And NZ 
is not alone in this challenge. All oECD countries face the 
problem of providing adequate income in retirement whilst 
at the same time ensuring the sustainability of the financial 
arrangements that provide that income. What makes NZ 
unique to a lot of systems internationally is its reliance on 
tax funding and the universal nature of the pension – i.e. no 
means-testing. Discussion on NZ Superannuation has come to 
the forefront of many circles after prime Minister Bill English’s 
announcement that he would raise the age of retirement 
(eligibility for the pension) to 67. This change, backed by 
various policy advisers, has sparked debate; however it 
should be considered as relatively minor when put in context 
both locally and globally. This article aims to contextualize NZ 
Superannuation, to encourage thoughts on certain aspects of 
the pension so that it is not in isolation from the history and 
overarching goals of having a state pension.

WhERE WE’VE CoME fRoM

The first pension was introduced in 1898 with the aim of 
alleviating old age poverty. It had a rigorous means-test and 
‘good persons’ test (even ‘wife-deserters’ could not get this 
pension!). The amount of people who qualified to receive this 
pension was low, and the goal of reducing old age poverty 
whilst keeping costs of a pension low was achieved. The 
scheme changed in 1938 when the Age Benefit was introduced. 
This was a result of debate in government and public forums 
leading to the passing of the Social Security Act. This pension 
scheme still had a means-test, but it significantly increased the 
dollar amount pensioners received. Most importantly it had a 
small universal pension (i.e. no means-test) and promised that 
this universal pension would reach the same levels as the Age 
Benefit by 1960. This scheme lasted four decades until it was 
replaced with NZ Superannuation. NZ Superannuation can be 
characterised as a universal pension that aims to give a good 
quality of life to those of retirement age (as defined by the 
pension scheme). 

As the pension schemes changed, the aims of the schemes 
changed. Initially the aim of alleviating old age poverty 
(although the universal pension would contribute to this) was 
central to the pension, however ensuring a standard of life for 
every New Zealander is a main objective of pensions today, 
which is why it is universal. 

NZ Super and the proposed changes

ThE fIRST pENSIoN WAS INTRoDUCED IN 1898 WITh ThE AIM of AllEVIATING olD 
AGE poVERTy.
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Superfund is effectively a government savings vehicle to 
help fund the future cost of NZ Superannuation. Withdrawals 
from the scheme will not begin until 2029/2030, and the fund 
will last into the next century with its peak predicted in the 
2080’s. The Sovereign Status of the fund gives it a special 
tax advantage. It is prudent and protected saving by the 
government to ensure our pension system goes the extra mile.

Another great initiative to alleviate the costs of the ageing 
population is the establishment of KiwiSaver. This is another 
future-proofing tool for the cost of retirement, and a great 
initiative to help New Zealander’s prepare themselves for the 
retirement they want. This, alongside the NZ Superannuation 
scheme and the NZ Superfund means NZ’s system is robust. 

overall, any changes suggested today are not without 
consideration of all the factors that come with a pension 
scheme, the aims, the cost, the adequacy. It is important 
we think about what we have in context, just as the policy 
advisers do.

ThE REAlITy IS ThAT WE ARE lIVING loNGER, So ThE CoST of fUNDING ThE 
pENSIoN INCREASES

most. It is important to note here that varying the pension 
age is also not the only change that could come, however to 
dicuss all these options is for another article. It is the policy 
maker’s job to ensure that the policy they are working on is 
still appropriate, or will still be appropriate in years to come.

ThE ECoNoMIC ChAllENGE AND looKING foRWARD

NZ will continue to battle the economic challenge of the ageing 
population in keeping with devotion to a NZ Superannuation 
scheme. As this article has explored, we are fortunate to have 
the NZ Superannuation as it is today, and we must remember 
this is one part of the solution to the bigger economic problem 
that is the ageing population. We can have some faith in the 
two great initiatives of the 21st Century that will help in the 
cost of the ageing population in the future.

 one of these great initiatives is the NZ Superfund. The fund 
is a form of future-proofing, and was implemented in 2003. 
It is independent from the government and is managed by 
the Crown entity the Guardians of NZ Superannuation. The 

NZ CoMpARED

When we compare ourselves on the international stage, NZ 
has a very good pension system. Most academic analysis 
rates pension schemes on this trade-off and it is a good 
indicator of the schemes quality – at least by comparison. 
When compared to other nations most data shows we sit in the 
top group for affordability and adequacy (or fulfilment of need 
for pensioners). We are also unique in that we have a universal 
pension, not many countries have this (including Australia) 
and we do not have a higher reliance on private compulsory 
employer-funded superannuation schemes, which other 
countries do. To put it simply, we are quite fortunate to have 
the NZ Superannuation as it is comparatively very generous. 

polICy ChANGES IN CoNTExT

The overall aim of a scheme like NZ Superannuation is to 
help the ageing population financially, and the issues involved 
in this are often forgotten. The biggest issue policy-makers 
have when grappling with the detail of pension schemes is the 
balance between affordability and providing a quality of life 
for those above the retirement age. As the ageing population 
increases, the affordability decreases. 

let’s think about prime Minister Bill English’s proposal of 
increasing the retirement age (or eligibility age) for the NZ 
Super to 67 from 65. how does this stack up and why would 
it be considered? In Griffith University’s Ross Guest’s analysis 
of the NZ and Australian pension schemes, he found that NZ 
has been very good at encouraging people to work longer. 
The reality that Guest indicates to policy makers is that we are 
living longer, so the cost of funding the pension increases, but 
we are working longer so those early years are probably not 
needed as a pension. We can shave some years off from where 
we are working still, and put them on the ‘other end’ of our 
retirement. It is no cost-cutting game, (in fact the cost of the 
pension is still going to increase as the population increases 
and more people live longer), but is actually evidenced-based 
cost re-allocation and therefore a policy adjustment. We also 
are quick to forget that it is in the country’s best interest to 
have an appropriate pension scheme for when it is needed 



In the past few months nominated Rutherford Rede advisers have become members of the Responsible Investing 
Association Australasia (RIAA). This was one of the steps in implementing Rutherford Rede’s Responsible Investing 
policy as more and more clients ask for solutions that consider the environmental, social, and governance (ESG) 
impacts of a firm in which we may invest. Simon O’Connor, CEO of RIAA, answered some questions to explore the 
RIAA, including what being a member means and what Responsible Investing trends the association is seeing today. 
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Q & A with simon 
o’connor, ceo of 
responsible investing 
Association Australasia

Q.1
When did RIAA form and what is the main goal of the 
organisation?

RIAA began as the Ethical Investment Association in 
the late 1990s, working closely with financial advisers 
to help them provide better advice to clients on aligning 
investments with their values. Today, we continue to 
work with a much bigger group of investors who 
manage well over $1 trillion in assets with the goal of 
seeing more capital flowing into sustainable assets 
and enterprises – effectively we want to see capital 
being put to work to not only sure up strong long term 
investment returns, but also supporting a healthier 
economy, society and environment. 

Q.2
tell us a little about what being a member (as 
Rutherford Rede is)  involves and means?

Members of RIAA are investment organisations who 
understand two things: that you can no longer find 
the best investment returns without considering 
environmental, social and corporate governance 
issues – companies who manage these issues well 
tend to make better investments. Secondly, members 
understand that ever more consumers are keen to 
ensure that they are not building their investments 
at the cost of causing social harm. RIAA helps 
our members to understand the important market 
developments, keeping them right on top of the issues 

that are impacting investments, whilst also building 
broader awareness in the market that there are today 
great financial products and advice that can build your 
retirement savings without costing the earth.

Q.3 
What are some exciting accomplishments RIAA has 
under its belt today?

We’re most proud today of the way we help to shape 
financial markets towards a more sustainable footing. 
We do this through strong policy work, educating 
the finance sector and creating awareness from the 
public. We run the world’s longest running Certification 
program, that provides a verification that funds claiming 
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to be ethical are indeed delivering on their promises. 
We built the world’s first and preeminent online 
education offering for investors to understand why 
considering the environment and society are critical 
investment issues, and today we’re playing a part in 
growing this market to a point where the majority of 
investors understand that they must be considering 
these issues. 

Q.4 
What trends are you seeing in the area of Responsible 
Investing, and what do you expect to emerge in the 
next few years? 

The big shift in the last two years is really that members 
of the public have finally awakened to the fact that 
their investments can be put to work to build the kind 
of world they want, and importantly, that they can 
remove their investments from industries causing harm 
– whether that be tobacco, cluster munitions, gambling 
or companies not respecting human rights. This client 
interest is having the greatest shift on finance that I have 
witnessed in the last 15 years. Increasingly investors are 
being asked about how they are responding to climate 
change risks, human rights, and even how investments 
are supporting the UN Sustainable Development Goals. 
pleasingly, large investors are stepping up to play a 
more active role in how their own investments are 
shaping the world.  

What’s most pleasing is how the evidence is now so 
well established that responsible and ethical investment 
delivers returns as strong as mainstream funds, evidence 
that supports this growing interests from clients.

How the markets fared
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All returns are expressed in NZD. We assume Australian shares and international property are 
invested on an unhedged basis, and therefore returns from these sectors are susceptible to 
movement in the value of the NZD.

New Zealand Shares: the New Zealand share market 
recovered since its downturn last quarter. the annual 
return is less spectacular than perhaps expected by 
investors since the last 5 years have seen the NZ share 
market boom. the MSCI World Index (NZ hedged) 
outperformed the NZX 50 Index by over 10% for this year 
period. Source of figures: NZx 50 Index

New Zealand Fixed Interest: Domestic bond prices 
are stabilising however yields remain low. Markets are 
factoring in expected shorter term rises in interest rates, 
the reality of which is good for very short bank deposits. 
Source of figures: NZx A Grade Corporate Bond Index

New Zealand Property: New Zealand Property sector had 
slight positive returns for the quarter. this sector has been 
the outstanding performer year-on-year for some time, but 
in the past year has performed negatively. the expectated 
increase in mortgage interest rates has taken the gloss  
of the NZ property market meanwhile. Source of figures: 
New Zealand property Index

Australian Shares: the Australian market has performed 
exceedingly well, reflecting the recovery after the post-
mining-boom downturn. the New Zealand dollar relative 
to the Australian dollar has continued to remain relatively 
stable. Source of figures: S&p ASx 200 Index

International Shares: to date trump has had positive 
effects on financial markets though it is early days. 
Returns are well up in the last quarter with the US strongly 
performing. the lower unhedged returns in NZD terms 
reflect the appreciation of the NZ dollar against most 
currencies. Source of figures: MSCI World ex-Australia 
Index

Emerging Markets: Following the expected market trend 
emerging markets have provided strong positive returns. 
the influence of emerging markets on the performance 
of other economies is perceived to be growing. Source of 
figures: MSCI Emerging Markets Index

International Fixed Interest: there has been some minimal 
growth in the past quarter, showing the effect of planned 
interest rate rises in the Western world, especially the US. 
the annual returns are reflective of the past years trend to 
shift to riskier assets in the low-interest-rate environment. 
Source of figures: Citigroup World Government Bond Index 
1 – 5 years (hedged to NZD)

International Property: International property growth has 
underperformed in the last quarter. the rising interest 
rate environment means exposures with ‘bond like’ 
characteristics tend to underperform. Source of figures: 
S&p Developed REIT Index 

Q.5
What do you see as the biggest hurdle to Responsible 
Investing form the point of view of the retail client?

Investing is technical and confusing, and for many 
this makes it very unapproachable, and challenging to 
understand. Initiatives such as Sorted.co.nz that help 
with basic financial literacy are critical first steps, that 
will then enable retail clients to ask the right kinds of 
qustions of their advisers and fund managers. once 
this starts, we’ll see a much broader conversation on 
the issues that matter to clients, leaving the technical 
investment allocation decisions to advisers. At its most 
basic however, you don’t have to be an investment 
expert to ensure that your money is invested in a way 
that aligns with the issues you care about – skilled 
advisers such as those at Rutherford Rede can provide 
the expertise to match your needs. 

What do you think of our publication? On what subjects would you like to read further?  
let Amy McDonald at the office know. Email amcdonald@rutherfordrede.co.nz , or call 09 361 3670

“ClIENT INTEREST IS hAVING ThE 
GREATEST ShIfT oN fINANCE...”


